New types of donor strains have been obtained by indirect selection from,anIF strain bearing the autonomous plasmid SCP I. The new donors differ from the previously known type of donor (NF) in being, usually, unstable, segregating numerous IF and UF variants, and in their pattern of donation to UF strains (recipient strains lacking SCP I). Whereas the chromosome fragments donated by NF strains have neither end at a constant position, those transferred by the new donors have one constant and one variable end. The new donors are designated according to the marker donated with the highest frequency -that is, nearest to the constant end of the chromosome fragments. It is postulated that they arise by interaction between SCP I and the chromosome, perhaps to produce substituted plasmids analogous to F prime strains of Escherichia coli, which may mobilize the chromosome by donor crossing-over. Most of the new donors had a white colony phenotype, although producing apparently normal spores.
I N T R O D U C T I O N IF strains of Streptomyces coelicolor ~3 ( 2 )
harbour a plasmid SCP I (Vivian, 1971) . Loss of SCP I results in the production of UF variants (Hopwood, Harold, Vivian & Ferguson, 1969) . NF strains act as donors of chromosome fragments to both IF and UF strains (Hopwood et al. 1969; .
The presence of SCP I in IF strains causes them to excrete a diffusible substance which inhibits the production of aerial mycelium by UF strains (Vivian, 1971) . Since NF strains also inhibit aerial mycelium production by UF and, like IF strains, are resistant to the inhibitor (A. Vivian & D. A. Hopwood, unpublished results; see Hopwood, 1972) they presumably also harbour SCP I . However, since they do not readily lose it to produce UF variants (Vivian & Hopwood, I970) , the plasmid is unlikely to be autonomous as it presumably is in IF strains; it is probably associated with the chromosome in the 9 o'clock position (Vivian, Two striking features characterize the behaviour of NF donor strains when crossed with UF recipients (Hopwood et al. 1969) : the crosses are 'ultra-fertile', in that no (or very few) progeny of either parental phenotype are found amongst the spores produced on the mixed culture; and there is a bidirectional gradient in the frequencies of different donor markers amongst the progeny. The frequency is inferred to be 100% for the 9 o'clock region of the NF genome, falling sharply in both clockwise and anticlockwise directions to values as low as I yo or less for distant markers such as argA or cysD. (See the linkage map in Fig. I.) NF arose spontaneously once within the pedigree of recombinant strains derived from the IF wild-type ~3 ( 2 ) . It follows from what has been said above that this event is most likely to have involved the integration in some way of SCP I into the chromosome in the g o'clock position. Thus it should be possible experimentally to derive NF variants from an IF strain by selecting the products of integration. Indeed it might be possible to find such variants enriched amongst the progeny of an IF x UF cross on the assumption that a part, at least, of the fertility of such a cross would derive from NF variants originating spontaneously within the IF culture. However, attempts to find such NF variants failed (A. Vivian, unpublished results) . We therefore tried to isolate NF, or other possible donor variants, from an IF culture by an indirect, rather than a direct, selection procedure. In the course of this work, a group of new donor types was discovered, some of which are described in the present paper. NF variants were not isolated in one step from IF strains, but strains possibly identical with NF were derived by further evolution from the primary donors.
M E T H O D S
General. Complete (CM) and minimal (MM) media and standard cultural techniques were those described by Hopwood (1967).
Strains. The strains, which are all mutational and recombinational derivatives of Streptomyces coelicolor ~3 ( 2 ) (Hopwood, I959), are listed in Table I and the locations of markers on the linkage map are in Fig. I .
Ultraviolet irradiation (u.v.). This was done by the method of Procedure for the isolation of donor strains. The practical details of the method were essentially the same as in the isolation of UF variants from an IF strain (Hopwood et al. 1969 ) except that the tester strain was UF instead of NF. For reasons outlined below, the UF tester strain carried the marker pabAr, located just clockwise of the g o'clock region.
Suitable dilutions of a spore suspension of strain 12 pheAr IF, either U.V. treated or untreated, were plated to give about 200 colonies/dish. After about 5 days of incubation, when the colonies were sporulating vigorously, they were replicated to plates of CM on which a dense spore suspension of the UF tester strain A574pabAr had been spread. The resulting 'plate crosses', after incubation for 4 days, were replica plated to M M to select recombinants inheriting pabA+ from the IF parent and pheA+ from the UF.
The yield of recombinants from IF x UF crosses does not usually exceed I O -~, so that most of the tested colonies gave few or no selected recombinants. However, sectors within certain colonies on the original plates were shown by the test to donate pabA+ with a high frequency, and were isolated as presumptive donors.
RESULTS

Isolation and preliminary characterization of the new donor strains
The NF/IF difference has been located chromosomally at g o'clock on the linkage map . NF donates markers to UF with frequencies which decline with increasing distance of the marker in both directions from the g o'clock region. The difference in frequency of inheritance of two markers, such as nicA and cysD, may be more than IOOfold (Hopwood et al. 1969) . Consequently it might be expected that the donor marker employed in the selection procedure would influence the ability to detect NF strains within All the strains described here were isolated from strain I 2 after U.V. treatment, on the basis of pabA+ donation to UF strain A574. After U.V. irradiation to a survival of 1.6 x I O -~, 13 331 colonies yielded 23 donor strains (0.17%), whereas without irradiation no donors were recognized amongst 3722 colonies. Thus U.V. probably increased the frequency of origin of donor strains. In contrast to experience in the isolation of UF variants from IF (Hopwood et al. 1969) , entire colonies donating with a high frequency were not found; always the donors formed sectors of variable extent within an otherwise poorly donating colony, a finding probably related to the instability of most of the donor strains (see below). The sectors were easily distinguished because they were white, in contrast to the normal grey colour of the IF parent culture.
Instability of most of the donor strains Donor cultures isolated after repeated single colony streaking were, with one exception
unstable, yielding grey, usually non-donor colonies. Three cultures were investigated in some detail.
~6 0 8 was apparently very stable ( but being grey and having a slightly reduced growth rate. The relative proportions of the three kinds of grey segregants in one experiment were approximately 60% UF, 2076 IF and 20y4 grey donors. Fig. 2 shows colonies of ~6 0 7 spontaneously giving rise to grey sectors. The grey donor segregants were in turn unstable, producing white segregants, easily visible as faster-growing sectors on the colonies (Fig. 3) ; they did not give rise to UF or IF colonies with measurable frequency. Grey donors also gave rise, at a low frequency (about 0.4 %), to uraA+ donors. At least some of the white segregants from the grey donors repeated the behaviour of the original white ~6 0 7 strain.
~6 1 0
resembled ~6 0 7 in being highly unstable (Table 2) , yielding grey segregants, the great majority of which were UF strains; however, grey IF segregants were also present. In one experiment, 97 yo of the grey segregants were UF and 3 yo were IF.
The nature of the secondary donor types derived from the primary donors will be considered after the patterns of donation of the latter have been described.
Diflerent patterns of donor ability towards UF strains
Two main types of donor strain were distinguished on the basis of their pattern of marker donation. Of the 23 strains, all except one donated, with detectable frequency, pabA+ and markers clockwise from it in the top half of the map. As an example, Fig. 4 shows a visual comparison of the relative donor capabilities of NF strains with those of one of the new donor strains, ~6 2 0 .
It can be seen that NF strains donated all the markers tested with a relatively high frequency. (In the plate-cross procedure, the test is 'saturated' so that donation by NF of a marker even far from the g o'clock region is sufficient to give a nearly confluent patch of recombinants.) ~6 2 0 donated pabA+ with a frequency indistinguishable from NF, but
On: Thu, 03 Jan 2019 16:53:19 showed successively lower donation frequencies for ade-viof and h i d + . The plate test showed no detectable level of donation by ~6 2 0 of uraA+ or cysD+, which span the group of markers in the lower half of the linkage map. Clearly ~6 2 0 is quite distinct from NF, which donates all the markers between uraA and cysD with an appreciable frequency.
A. V I V I A N A N D D. A. H O P W O O D
A series of crosses between the donor strains and UF strain ~3 7 2 was made and the resulting spores were plated on various media, selectingpheAf from the UF strain with variation of the donor marker selected. Table 3 shows the numbers of selected recombinants obtained for cysAf compared with those for uraAf. As shown by the fourth column in Table 3 , different donor strains varied widely in the ratio of cysA+: uraA+ donation. Strains ~6 0 7 , ~6 0 8 and
all donated cysA+ with much greater frequency than uraA+, although varying considerably amongst themselves, while strain A~I 0 donated uraA+ much more frequently than cysA+. The first group of strains will be called 'pabA+ donors', while ~6 1 0 is a 'uraAf donor '. Variation in the ratio of cysA+ : uraA+ donation between different pabAf donors may reflect different frequencies of origin, within the donor cultures, of secondary donors transferring uraA+ with high frequency (see below).
Genetic analysis of the pabA+ donor ~6 0 7 Table 4 shows the pooled results of crosses of ~6 0 7
and of a grey donor segregant of ~6 0 7 with A~U F ; selection was forpheA+ from the UF and either cysA+ or argA+ from the donor. The two crosses gave homogeneous results. The effect of the different selections is seen in the allele ratios amongst the progeny, recorded in the diagrams in Table 4 . With selection for cysA+, only 14% of the progeny also inherited argA+, but 74% of argA+ progeny were cysA+. This result indicates a unidirectional gradient of donor allele frequencies decreasing clockwise from cysA (and presumably from pabA), which may be thought of as proximal markers, towards more distal markers, such as argA.
The data in the right-hand side of Table 4 , in which the donor marker argA+ is selected, indicate that this gradient is not due solely to a reduced probability of transfer to the zygotes of argA+ as compared with cysA+, although this is a contributory factor. In addition there must be an enhanced probability of inheritance by recombinants of donor proximal markers included in the zygotes. This is indicated by a consideration of the patterns of crossing-over needed to explain the different segregant phenotypes. Since the donor allele uraA+ is not found in the progeny we can assume that the donor chromosome fragments in the zygotes do not include the uraA locus, but end somewhere in the interval cysA-uraA. Thus the region grown for 7 days on supplemented minimal medium. Note the white phenotype of most of the colonies, many of which are seen to be giving rise to grey sectors, of growth rate similar to that of the original strain. These sectors, when picked off and fertility tested, are found to consist mainly of UF segregants, with some IF. Grey donor segregants (Fig. 3) do not appear as sectors because of their reduced growth rate.
of the recipient (UF) chromosome starting from a point anticlockwise of the end of the donor fragments must be inherited; with this particular selection, the donor allele argA+ would also be obligate. If we consider the three map intervals between argA and uraA -that is, intervals 2, 3 and (4+5) -three of the four possible segregant phenotypes would represent single crossovers in each of these three map intervals while the fourth would represent the triple crossover class. In fact the presumptive triple crossover class, pro urastr, has a frequency (I 8) even higher than that of one of the presumptive single crossover classes, cysurastr (frequency 16).
This apparent contradiction can be resolved by postulating that a point near the proximal end of the donor chromosome fragment is obligatorily inherited by the progeny, just as the 9 o'clock region of the donor NF chromosome is inherited by all progeny in NF x UF crosses (Hopwood et al. I 969 : see Introduction). On this interpretation, crossing-over in a minimum of two regions is required to produce any viable progeny: clockwise of argA+ (interval I), Fertility in Streptomyces I53 Fig. 3 . Colonies of the greypabA+ donor derived from ~6 0 7 grown under identical conditions to those of Fig. 2 . Note the slower growth rate of the grey colonies and their production of faster growing white sectors. These, on fertility testing, are found to be donors resembling ~6 0 7 . and anticlockwise of the obligatorily inherited point just defined (interval 5). One of the four possible segregant phenotypes (urastr) is thus a non-crossover class in respect of the other three intervals, and it has a high frequency, while the other three classes, with much lower frequencies, represent the three possible double crossover classes in respect of these intervals (see the right-hand part of Table 4 ). The data obtained by selecting the donor marker cy,sA+ (left-hand side of Table 4 ) are also consistent with this interpretation although they cannot provide any evidence for the obligate inheritance of a proximal part of the donor fragment since the selected cysAf is the most proximal marker included on the fragment.
A further feature of crosses involving the new donor ~6 0 7 is seen in a cross analysed nonselectively (Hopwood et al. 1969) . The cross was ultra-fertile since only I colony out of 97 was parental both for markers and fertility type (Table 5 ). The only standard marker donated with a high enough frequency to be detected amongst the sample of progeny was pabAf, inherited by 33 yo of the progeny. This confirms the conclusion from selective analysis that pabAf donor. This plate was replicated separately to three plates of CM each spread with a dense spore suspension of a different UF tester strain. The resulting 'plate crosses' (not shown) were then replicated to appropriate test media, all selecting for pheAr+ from the UF and each selecting a different marker from the donor, as follows. Plate 2 ; pabAI+ (UF tester ~5 7 4 ) ; plate 3, ade-vro+ (~5 8 5 ) ; plate 4, hisAr+ (1190); plate 5, cysDr8+ (~5 8 5 ) ; plate 6, rrruAr+ (1190). It can be seen that, whereas the two NF strains donate all the markers efficiently, the frequency of donation of different markers by ~6 2 0 clearly falls in a clockwise direction (pabAr+, adevro+, hisAr+; plates 2, 3, 4 respectively); cysD18f and uraAr+ (plates 5 and 6) are donated with a frequency too low to be detected by this test. gradient of donation of markers in the top half of the map falling off sharply in a clockwise direction.
Genetic analysis of the uraA+ donor ~6 1 0 Table 6 shows the results of a cross ~6 1 0 x ~3 7 2 . Both selections, for donor markers cysAf or argA+, show high frequencies of uraA+ inheritance amongst the progeny, in sharp contrast to the results obtained from the corresponding cross of ~6 0 7 (Table 4) . However, the relative frequencies of cysA+ and argA+ in the two selections are very similar to those given by ~6 0 7 . 
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The data in Table 6 may be considered in terms of the crossovers needed to produce each class of segregant phenotype, as was done for the ~6 0 7 cross (Table 4) . Again, evidence for an obligate inheritance of a proximal region of the donor fragment is found, with the end in this case lying between the loci uraA andpheA. The evidence for such obligate inheritance in this cross is even more direct since the frequency of the non-selected proximal donor allele uraA+ is more than ten times higher than that of the recipient allele uraA, although it is separated from the only donor marker for which conscious selection was made, argA+, by nearly half the linkage map.
The results of non-selective analysis of a cross ~6 1 0 x ~6 1 7 are in Table 7 . The cross, like that involving ~6 0 7 ( Table 9 , was ultra-fertile. However, in this case uraA+ was donated to more than 50 yo of the progeny and pabAf to 19 %. The unidirectional gradient of donor marker frequencies is seen very clearly in this cross, since donor markers anticlockwise of uraA+, even at a locus as close as pheA, have undetectably low frequencies.
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= 57 Properties of the recombinants from new donor x UF crosses Samples of progeny from the crosses shown in Tables 4 and 6, involving pabAf donor ~6 0 7 and uraA+ donor ~6 I 0 respectively, were characterized in respect of their fertility type. The great majority of the selected recombinants were unstable donors apparently resembling their donor parent except in having a new genotype. They readily lost donorability, and in doing so their genotype in respect of the standard markers in the cross remained constant : they did not lose expression of the selected marker (cysA+ or argA+) derived from their donor parent. Thus they behaved as normal haploid recombinants. Many, usually the majority, of the non-recombinant progeny bearing the markers of the UF parent had also become unstable donors : only a few were still UF. This finding is compatible with the results of the non-selective crosses in Tables 5 and 7. The interpretation is that the donor progeny with the genotype of the UF parent differ from the overtly recombinant progeny only in the particular map intervals in which crossing-over occurred to produce them. Selection of strains resembling NF from the new donors Donor strains having most or all of the properties of NF strains have been derived from the new donors in two ways. The first involved selection. As we have seen, pabA+ donors like ~6 0 7 , ~6 0 8 and ~6 2 0 donate uraA+ with a frequency barely detectable by the plate-crossing procedure (Fig. 4) . However, when colonies of such strains were plate-crossed with strain I 190 (hisAI uraAI strAI UF) and selection was made alternatively for uraA+ or hisA+ from the donor (and pheA+ from the recipient), a small minority of colonies was detected that donated uraA+ with a frequency apparently as high as that of hisA+ donation by the majority of the population, and they continued to donate hisA+ with high frequency. The results of non-selective analysis of two of these donors with ~6 1 7 clearly showed that the donors resembled NF strains in giving a bidirectional gradient of donor marker frequencies amongst the recombinants, with obligate inheritance of a region of the donor chromosome near to 9 o'clock.
The second mode of origin of presumptive NF strains from the new donors involved Numbers represent the allele frequencies amongst the recombinants, that is excluding the argpro cys str presumed parental class. The asterisk indicates the 9 o'clock region of the donor chromosome obligatorily included in the recombinant progeny of NF x UF crosses (Hopwood et al.
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Frequencies of simple crossover classes Crossovers in intervals crossingwith a UF strain. As described above, the majority of the recombinants in such crosses were donors resembling the donor parent. However, a minority turned out to have the properties of NF strains in giving a bidirectional gradient of marker frequencies with a high point near the 9 o'clock region. Table 8 shows the result of crossing ~6 3 4 , derived from a cross of the pabA+ donor ~6 2 0 with A372 UF against a UF strain. Nearly 99 yo of the progeny were non-parental, as in a typical NF x UF cross (Hopwood et al. 1969 ) and the pattern of marker inheritance closely resembled the NF x UF model.
Since few of the progeny of pabA+ donor x UF crosses have so far been characterized as resembling NF it is so far impossible to deduce how NF strains arise. The new donor strains described here resemble NF and IF strains in inhibiting aerial mycelium production by UF cultures and thus presumably still harbour the plasmid SCP I . This conclusion is confirmed by the ability of at least some of the donors to give rise to IF colonies. If, as seems likely (see Introduction), the donor properties of NF strains are due to integration of SCP I in the 9 o'clock region of the genome, then the new donors very probably derive their particular properties from a different interaction between plasmid and chromosome.
The most striking feature of the new donors is their instability. Although there was one exception (~6 0 8 ) , instability may well be a primary characteristic of the donor strains; since the method of isolation would doubtless have favoured stable donors, the real proportion of unstable strains may well have been even higher than it seemed. Thus conceivably ~6 0 8 was derived via a secondary event from an unstable donor.
In their behaviour in crosses, the new donors differ from both IF and NF strains. Unlike the IF strain from which they were derived, the new strains donate certain chromosomal markers to UF recipients with a very high frequency, nearly as high as SCP I inheritance in I F X U F crosses (Vivian, 1971) The two classes of new donor described here, 'pabA+ donors' and 'uraA+ donors', differed in the position of the fixed end of the donated fragments which was, respectively, between cysA and uraA, and between uraA and pheA. The direction of the gradient of donated marker frequencies was the same, clockwise, in both classes of donors. However, this is not characteristic of all ' unidirectional ' donors, some of which have recently been derived from other IF strains, and give an anticlockwise gradient (A. Vivian & D. A. Hopwood, unpublished results) .
Virtually all the progeny of crosses of the new unstable donors with UF strains revealed the presence of SCP I by inhibiting UF aerial mycelium production. Thus, it is likely that SCP I and the point on the donor chromosome that is obligatorily inherited by the progeny, as deduced from the results of genetic analysis (Tables 4 to 7) , are associated, just as in the case of NF x UF crosses. On this hypothesis the two classes of unstable donors described here would differ in the position on the chromosome with which the plasmid is associated. However, the extreme instability of the strains, in terms of their donor ability, tends to argue against an integration of the plasmid into the chromosome, unless a very transient one. A more likely hypothesis is that these donorseach harbour a still autonomousbut modified SCP I which has acquired the ability to mobilize certain chromosomal regions from the donor to a UF recipient. In Escherichia coli such strains arise by transfer of chromosomal regions to the fertility factor F, giving rise to F prime strains (Jacob & Adelberg, 1959; Adelberg & Burns, 1960; Hirota & Sneath, 1961) . If a corresponding mechanism is responsible for the production of the new donors of Streptomyces coelicolor, those so far detected probably do not harbour plasmids carrying the chromosomal markers whose donation has been described in this paper, since the markers are transferred with frequencies falling well below 100 : / o. Instead,
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transfer of markers could occur by a transient association between plasmid and chromosome, perhaps by 'donor crossing-over ' (Campbell, 1962 ) between a site on the chromosome corresponding to the fixed end of the population of donated fragments and a homologous region on the plasmid, or alternatively by some other kind of temporary interaction (Evanchik, Stacey & Hayes, 1969) . A reversible interaction is indicated by the finding that the progeny tend to resemble the donor parent in their fertility properties.
On this hypothesis the production of UF strains from the new donors is easily explained as due to loss of the modified autonomous plasmid, although it is surprising that this should occur so frequently, even though some long F prime strains of Escherichia coli are comparatively unstable. The spontaneous rate of loss of the normal SCP I from IF strains is about 0.03 to 0.3 yo ' whereas loss of the modified plasmid from ~6 0 7 and ~6 1 0 sometimes exceeded 50% ( Table 2 ). The ability of u.v. irradiation to increase the rate of UF production from the unstable donors, as from IF strains, is consistent with loss of a modified SCP I as an explanation of their instability. The production of IF strains, presumably carrying the normal SCP I , from the unstable donors might be explained by an internal crossover event within the modified plasmid.
The secondary' classes of unidirectional donors, of which the grey donor segregants from ~6 0 7 are one example, while ~6 0 8 , although isolated in one apparent step from the original IF strain, may be a second (see above), presumably have a different explanation. Neither of these strains was observed to lose the plasmid with easily detectable frequency, nor to give rise directly to IF strains. In the case of ~6 0 7 , there was a rather frequent oscillation between the original white form that readily segregated UF and IF variants and the grey form that did not. Perhaps such 'secondary' donors arose by integration of a modified SCP I to produce a chromosomal duplication in which crossing-over had a high probability of occurrence to regenerate the autonomous plasmid. It is notable that the two forms of ~6 0 7 gave virtually identical patterns of marker donation.
Also derivable from the unidirectional donors are strains resembling the type NF that arose spontaneously . The behaviour of NF strains in crosses with UF recipients (Hopwood et al. 1969 ) still awaits explanation. However, the discovery that strains of such type probably have a complex origin makes their more complex donor properties, as compared with the unidirectional donors described in this paper, not unexpected.
The white phenotype of most of the new donors has no obvious explanation. Their spores appeared, from cursory examination in the phase-contrast microscope, to be morphologically normal, unlike most, but not all, of the white (whi) mutants of Streptomyces coelicolor studied by Hopwood, Wildermuth & Palmer (1970) and Chater (1972). Although UF and IF segregants from the unstable donors regained their normal grey colour, the white phenotype was separable from donor behaviour since grey donors were readily derived from ~6 0 7 and could perhaps have been obtained from the other donors by further experimentation.
As we have seen, the new donors described in this paper pose a number of problems of interpretation, Distinction between plasmid borne and chromosomal genes in the way that has been done in Escherichia coli (Clowes & Moody, 1966) is not possible in Streptomyces coelicolor since recombination deficient mutants are not yet available in this organism . However, other techniques are doubtless feasible and meanwhile demonstration of the ability of SCP I to interact with the chromosome at different points and in different ways has opened the prospect of new approaches to the genetics of the organism. Some are likely to have applications in the experimental transfer of desirable properties between strains in industrial culture improvement programmes .
